
THOMAS HOOD ANALYSIS

'Silence' by Thomas Hood describes the ways in which Silence exists in the world and the places that one can find it.

Venus makes Pluto fall in love through her son Cupid. The poet implies this through the following lines:
"Doubtful what ghostly thing will steal the last Into that distance, gray upon the gray. For the woman of
autumn, there is enough of sorrow, bitterness of the decomposed fruits , sarcasm 'chilly droppings' , fear and
shadowy despair. She makes Cupid hit Pluto with one of his arrows. Here, it seems to be that Hood is
speaking of a place where people have been in the past but are now excluded from, caught up in the flow of
life or indeed, being taken from it altogether. She wears a coronet of faded flowers that forms her identity. His
awakening marks the unification of shade and silence. Stanza 2 In such a context, one grows nostalgic for the
songs of summer. The honey bees have reserve honey in their cells. The melancholy of autumn is therefore
equated with the despair of Proserpina. Confucius and others also warn us not to get too cocky and start
thinking we know it all, just because we know more. Pluto beholds Proserpina, who was at the time in Sicily
playing with nymphs and collecting flowers, and immediately falls in love with her. Stanza 4 The squirrel
seems to gloat on the hoardings that he has accomplished. Straight away, Hood plunges us head first into
wondering and debate by introducing two distinctive types of silence. Jupiter makes Proserpina eat
pomegranate seeds so that she can return to the world of the living every alternate six months. The glow of
summer is equated with pride here. There is enough of sadness in her to invite emotions. The leaves seemed to
twinkle: "The many, many leaves all twinkling? Though the beings are self-sufficient, autumn dwells on a
melancholy note and sighs tearful spells. Hood recalls how he used to think the tall fir trees were nearly
touching heaven at their tops. Morning is personified as a person who sings its arrival with an odorous mouth.
Stanza 3 "Where are the songs of Summer? Her mother Ceres desperately sets out in search of her. I
remember, I remember, Where I was used to swing, And thought the air must rush as fresh To swallows on the
wing; My spirit flew in feathers then, That is so heavy now, And summer pools could hardly cool The fever on
my brow! Reminiscent of that famous scenario contemplated by many a cod-philosopher: if a tree falls in the
woods and nobody is around to hear it, does it still make a sound? In fact, the title is probably the only
uncomplicated part of it. If autumn was personified as a man at the beginning of the poem, in the end it is
portrayed as a languorous woman. One could not fathom the intensity of decay. The last leaves of autumn
function as a rosary in such a perspective, venerating the same. The ants have their storehouses stored to the
brim with ripe grain for the approaching winter. Ceres welcomes her when it is spring, and the world withers
as she returns to her husband. Only the woman with the living bloom of conscious cheeks adorns light the
most. The second stanza sees Hood recalling the many flowers he remembers from his childhood days, and the
laburnum tree which is still standing all these years later. Something has been gained â€” practical real-world
knowledge â€” but it has come at the cost of the innocence which made him more godly and, thus, closer to
heaven. Socrates, in ancient Greece, was considered by the divine Delphic Oracle to be the wisest man in
Athens because he knew how little he really knew. The notion of the accumulated cobwebs again points to the
indolent temperament or static nature of autumn. And in the final stanza, this is confirmed. Like most idioms
randomly plucked from thin air or a weighty dictionary it may appear well-worn, somewhat tired and no
longer relevant, especially in a world which places so much emphasis on having something to say. Autumn is
visualized as wearing a coronet of golden corn with tangled gossamer outlining the same. The dryads often
disappeared into trees. Share this:.


